Favoring top spin smashes, counter loops and active blocks, you seek the maximum power in each of your strokes. Very precise and perfectly controllable when taking the counter-initiative, Hinotec OFF+ Carbon blade is a redoubtable weapon at mid-distance, and its stroke will convince the most demanding player!

**MADE IN:** CHINA

**WEIGHT:** 85 g

**PLYWOOD:** 3+2

**EXT. PLY:** HINOKI

**THICKNESS:** 6.2 mm

**HANDLE:** FL/AN/ST/CP

---

**MAX POWER!**

---

**STRATEGY**

- A11
- A11+
- Off-
- Off
- Off+

**FEEL**

- Soft
- Medium-Soft
- Medium
- Medium-Hard
- Hard

**SPEED**

- 90
- 100
- 110
- 120
- 130
- 140
- 150
- 160